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This beautiful and deeply moving story recounts the struggle of education psychologist Torey Hayden to unlock the emotions of a troubled and sexually abused child who, with Hayden's help, was finally able to overcome her dark past and realize her full potential. Sheila, six, was abandoned by her mother on a highway when she was four. A survivor of horrific abuse, she never
spoke, never cried and was placed in a class for severely retarded children after committing an heinous act of violence against another child. Everyone thought Sheila was beyond salvation-- except for her teacher, Torey Hayden. With patience, skill and enduring love, she fought long and hard to free a haunted little girl from her secret nightmare -- and to nurture the spark of
genius she recognized trapped in Sheila's silence. This is the remarkable story of their journey together -- an odyssey of hope, courage and inspired devotion that opened the heart and mind of a lost child to a new world of discovery and joy. Sheila, six, was beaten by her mother on a highway when she was four. A survivor of horrific abuse, she never spoke or never cried. She was
admitted to a class for severely retarded children after committing an heinous act of violence against a three-year-old. Everyone thought Sheila was beyond redemption, except for her teacher, Torey Hayden. With patience, skill and enduring love, she fought long and hard to free a haunted little girl from her secret nightmare and to nurture the spark of genius she recognized
trapped in Sheila's silence. This is the remarkable story of their journey together, an odyssey of hope, courage and inspired devotion that opened the heart and mind of a lost child to a new world of discovery and joy. - The back cover. For other uses, see A child (disambiguation). One Child First editionAuthorTorey L. HaydenCountryUnited
StateLanguageEnglishSubjecttopathology, child abusePublisherPutnamPublication data1980ISBN978-0-399-12467-9Followed by The Tiger's Child (1995) One Child is a memoir by the American author and psychologist Torey Hayden. It was first published in the United States in 1980, becoming a best seller in 00s.[1] This book was translated into 27 languages and dramatized as
an interactive work. It was also adapted as the 1994 television film Untamed Love, starring Ashlee Lauren, Lois Foraker and Cathy Lee Crosby. [2] Goodreads rated the book 4.26 out of 5. [3] The book inspired people to move into special careers of educational needs. [4] The book begins with Hayden, a special education teacher, reading a newspaper article a six-year-old girl
named Sheila who did not speak at times, was silenced by abuse and abandonment and beat and burned a three-year-old boy a few days earlier. Since there was no place for her at the hospital, she has a reactive reagent attachment as a student in Hayden's class and as a result of being abused and abandoned in Hayden's class, where she remains for about five months. A
sequel to this book, The Tiger's Child, was published in 1995. Summary At the beginning of the year, Torey is given a long, narrow, carpeted class with a single window at the end - very inconvenient for a special education class. Her teaching assistant is a Mexican migrant worker named Anton who didn't finish high school. Students at the beginning of the year are following:
Peter, 8, who has seizures and aggressive behavior caused by a neurological condition Tyler, 8, suicide Max, 6, autistic Freddie, 7, obese and deeply mentally retarded Sarah, 7, angry, defiant and selectively mute due to physical and sexual abuse by her father Susannah Joy, 6, schizophrenic William, 9, OCD with water phobias , dark, cars, vacuum cleaners, and powder
Guillermo, 9, blind, but he is in this class because the normal blind classes were not prepared to handle his aggressive behavior At the age of four, Sheila abusive then-eighteen-year-old mother left and took Sheila and two-year-old brother Jimmie with her; however, on the highway, Mother Sheila opened the door and pushed Sheila out, leaving her behind. Since then, Sheila has
lived in poverty with her careless and verbally abusive father. When he joined Torey's class, Sheila's father didn't have enough money to get water to wash himself or a set of clothes Sheila owned. Thus, she came to school dirty and smelly every day. Sheila is furious and violent to have a reactive attachment disorder is a result of getting abused. Sheila joins the group just after
the Christmas break. At first, she refuses to attend class and refuses to speak to anyone. He's sitting in a chair. On her first day of school, at noon, Sheila takes all the goldfish out of the aquarium and stabs their eyes with a pencil. Torey and Whitney, a shy fourteen-year-old girl who attends class, follow Sheila into the gym, and Torey finally reassures the terrified girl to return to
class. After a few days, Sheila and Torey begin to trust each other, and Torey takes a bath every morning and massages her body with baby lotion so that it doesn't smell offensive. Torey also hair shampoos Sheila and styles it with kiddie barrettes, giving the child a chance to enjoy the beautiful feeling and learn how delightful it is to feel appreciated and groomed, although Sheila
fears that pretty new hair decorations will be seized by her father. After Sheila started attending class, there were still a few problems. First, she was focused on revenge. At one point, a teacher scolded her in the dining room, so she walked into the room and caused $700 worth of damage to the class. Sheila also refuses to work on paper. However, when other to work with
(stacking blocks, for example), she reveals that she is incredibly intelligent and talented for someone who has only had a few months of first grade; Her IQ is tested later, and reaches a total of 182, which is, according to Torey, around 1 in 10,000 for a six-year-old. Sheila remains obsessed with showing people that it matters and terrified of abandonment. At one point, Torey goes
to California for a few days for a conference. The students were a lot of notice, but Sheila interpreted it as an abandonment by a person who showed her love, and behaved badly throughout the entire journey. In the middle of the year, Torey is announced that a space has opened at Sheila State Hospital. Torey is terrified and crying, seeing that this girl with all her improvements
should not be put in an institution. Torey brings the case to court with the help of Torey's then friend Chad, a lawyer, and wins. After that, Torey and Chad take Sheila out for a pizza and buy her a dress. One day, Sheila comes to school looking pale and skinny. Use the bath twice in the first half hour. Torey takes Sheila in her lap, and then notices she's bleeding. Sheila eventually
reveals that her uncle Jerry tried to rape her, and when she was too young, she cut off her genitals with a knife. Sheila is rushed to hospital after losing a lot of blood and needs surgery to repair the damage. In the 1995 sequel, The Tiger's Child, it is discovered that because of this incident, Sheila is infertile. Sheila deals with the remarkably well traumatic experience, although she
refuses to wear dresses for a while afterwards. At the end of the year, Torey introduces Sheila to next year's teacher. Sheila will enter third grade, because Torey feels she can handle the material harder and that it is more important at this point for Professor Sheila to be loving and understanding. Torey knows the teacher personally and knows she would. The Research and
Receipt Book was used as a research base by Appalachian State University, by Michael Marlow &amp; Gayle Disney. [5] Bookrags offered a One Child Summary &amp; Study Guide for educational purposes. [6] Analyzing the book for the Australian Journal of Human Communication Disorders, Mandy Brent concluded that this book is an interesting but undeveloped narrative and
is useful to the practicing clinician. [7] The book is used as a reference in The Book Inquiry and Reflection: Framing Narrative Practice in Education by Diane DuBose Brunner. [8] References ^ A woman. theguardian.co.uk 1 June 2005. June 25, 2020. ^ Scott, Tony (August 3, 1994). Lifetime World Premiere Movie Untamed Love. ^ One Child: The True Story of a Tormented SixYear-Old and the Brilliant Teacher Who Reached Out Tory Hayden. Goodreads.com 25 June 2020. ^ A day in Miss Wendy's life, a soldier for Special Education. chalkbeat.org. 25 June 2020. ^ Marlowe, Mike; Disney, Gayle; Jo Wilson, Kayce (2004). Classroom Management of Children with Emotional and Behavioral Disorders A Storymodel: Torey Hayden's One Child A Storyed
Model: Torey Haydenapos;s One Child. Emotional and Behavioral Difficulties. 9 (2): 99–114. two:10.1177/1363275204045731. ISSN 1363-2752. S2CID 142548759. ^ One Child Summary &amp; Study Guide. Bookrags.com 25 June 2020. ^ Fisher, John; Block, Susan L.; Major, Megan E.; Brent, Mandy; Gough, Florence; Block, Susan L.; Clezy, Gillian; Green, Ginnie; Bucher,
Barbara S.; Powell, Patricia L.; Reid, Judy M. (1983-06-01). Reviews. Australian Journal of Human Communication Disorders. 11 (1): 89–98. two:10.3109/asl2.1983.11.issue-1.08. ISSN 0310-6853. ^ Diane DuBose Brunner (January 1994). Inquiry and reflection: Framing narrative practice in education. ISBN 9780791418697. June 25, 2020. External Links A child official website
taken from Torey Hayden with Sheila A child was a wonderful book that portrayed the love a teacher can have for her students. Torey Hayden was placed in a classroom full of children with developmental disabilities. A particular student was Sheila. Sheila was placed there after an incident in which she tried to set a boy on board. At the beginning of her placement, Sheila was a
very difficult student. It caused incredible chaos and didn't conform to anybody. However, Torey persisted in helping this lost little girl. She went on to show Sheila love, and in doing so, she learned about her past. Sheila's past has improved my understanding and understanding of why some children act in certain ways. She was lost, abused and mistreated all her life. Throughout
this heartbreaking story, I felt the pain Sheila experienced. All Sheila wanted was someone to love her... someone who hadn't abandoned her. Torey Hayden improved Sheila... she tamed Sheila... and Sheila tamed her. Torey taught her that it's okay to trust again and it's okay to love. This story shows readers that while a child may have a mental disability, it does not mean that
they are worthless and a lost cause. This does not mean that they should be eliminated in society. Finally, they should be treated with love and reminded that people will not give up on them, no matter what. So I was reading her website to follow the story, I found out that some of the kids in her class grew up to hold reputable jobs and a couple of them were married with children.
I think Torey Hayden had a big impact on that. Torey showed true compassion. The book exemplified how a can really make a difference in a child's life. After she said in her book, her, I laughed a lot. Things weren't always funny in our room. Often, the things I found myself laughing about were issues that, if I had stopped and really thought about them, would have been just
tragic.
Perhaps the greatest magic of the human spirit is the ability to laugh. To ourselves, to each other, in sometimes hopeless situations. Laughter normalized our lives (A child, 196).
With time, patience and truly compassionate spirit, teachers can imitate Torey Hayden and exercise their teaching methods in any classroom. She set an extraordinary example to a
teacher who persevered through all this. The poem Sheila wrote to Torey. It keeps hanging on her wall. Wall.
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